Enhanced Transitional Jobs Demonstration (ETJD)

AGENCY: Employment and Training Administration (ETA), Labor

ACTION: Notice: Amendment to SGA/DFA PY 10-11

SUMMARY: The Employment and Training Administration published a notice in the Federal Register on March 3, 2011, announcing the availability of funds and Solicitation for Grant Applications (SGA) for the Enhanced Transitional Jobs Demonstration (ETJD) to be awarded through a competitive process. This amendment corrects the IRS citation referenced in the Summary Section of the SGA. The document is hereby amended.

Summary: 2nd paragraph of this section of the SGA, the following text should be replaced with the new text:

Old Text – ETA seeks applications from either Local Workforce Investment Boards or non-profit community or faith-based organizations with 503(c)(3) IRS status that are experienced with providing TJ programs or that represent a partnership that includes an organization with experience providing TJ programs.

New Text – ETA seeks applications from either Local Workforce Investment Boards or non-profit community or faith-based organizations with 501(c)(3) IRS status that are experienced with providing TJ programs or that represent a partnership that includes an organization with experience providing TJ programs.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Mamie Williams, Grants Management Specialist, Division of Federal Assistance at (202) 693-3341 or Williams.Mamie@dol.gov.

Signed at Washington, D.C., this 8th day of March, 2011

Eric Luetkenhaus
Grant Officer, Employment & Training Administration